Students boosted Anderson (Continued from page 1)

restraining the man, and no further incidents occurred. Members of the Boston Police Department, the US Secret Service, and the hotel security staff who were contacted were unaware of the incident.

Susan Lawson, Carter's assistant director in Massachusetts, said that twenty to thirty percent of the vote was all the President expected in Massachusetts, but that in Vermont, Carter had a three-to-one lead over Kennedy. "Of course," she added, "there aren't any delegates at stake there, but..."

Governor Edward King, a Carter supporter, announced later that "Senator Kennedy will carry the state of Massachusetts. We expect that, we understand that, and we want to congratulate him on actually carrying Massachusetts by having more votes than President Carter... We [the Carter people] really truly have done very very well."

and responded, "Oh, I'm Wendy West, Bush's college coordinator, who noted that the turnout whoever the nominee was, "We expect that, we understand that, and we want to congratulate him on actually carrying Massachusetts by having more votes than President Carter..."

Governor King consoles President Carter over the telephone after Tuesday's primary. (Photo by Kevin O'Brien)

Cavicchi given extension

The artist of the sculptures was "relieved" that the deadline of the removal of the sculpture was extended, because she says that now she has enough time to complete the rest of her thesis. Cavicchi was concerned that if the students wished to see the sculpture up for a longer period of time or permanently, they should not contact Dean Holden, but rather, write letters to the MIT Arts Council Committee.
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